


Harmonic Differential Forms (5191

Def (19.1) Let w=E"(X) be a differentiable Inform on
the Riemann surface

X.The complex conjugation offunctions induces a conjugate complex
differential 1-form w ={"(X): Locally w=2fidgi, where
the functions f;und gi are differentiable (b.c. w isdifferentiable).

Thus =[ Fidgi.
AIform we {"(X) is said to be real if w =i.

The real partofa differential form w isdefined by

Re(a) =
== (w +i).

o
o is real > a

= Relud



oIfa isa curve on X (ard wisclosed or a piecewise continuously

differentiable), then Jo =S and thus Re((w)= c Re(W).
E

If wer(X) isa holomorphic 1-form, then is iscalled anti-

holomorphic.
Denote the space ofall anti-holomorphic forms on XbyRIN.

Def (19.2) Anytform weg"(X) maybe uniquely decomposed as w =wit we
2) B.c. def ofdifferentiable

where wie "(X), w2e?"(X).
SetkW = =ilw -wel.
The mapping 4:{"(X)-9"(X) isan R-linearisomorphism which

maps 9"(X) onto 9"(X) and vice vesa.

-> R-linear:*(w+k) =i(witkn -(w2+k()) =i(vi +k - 2 -k) =i(in - vi) +ki(n -) =4w+kx0
-> 50X) => 9X):w==i14dz-ydz)=i,es
-> complex conjugation has no kernel -> inj. + finite dim Endom.



Properties. For we ["(X),w, e ["(X), 029"(X) and f =EIX), one has:

(a) **W = -

w, kw =kw,

(b) dx(wn+wz) =id's-id"ws
↳) dX(wn+wel =id/wn -2) =id'wn-id"z

(c) *d'f =id"f *dif =id'F,
↳ *dy =x(dz) =i8dz) =id =id"I

-

9.14elt properties:dadd"t=dadedahinteres-alia"f-in-id"F"f-daF_d"d'f)=Zid'd'

Det(19.3) AAform weSX) on a RS X iscalled harmonicif

dw =daw =0.

Thin LetwaE*(. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) w is harmonic,
(i) dwdFee where wit ((X) and we (X)
liv) Faex there exists an open neighborhood U ofa and a

harmonic function of on U s.t.w= df.



Proof:The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) follows from above. B.C.:

li)=> (iv:Since in particular a harmonic differential form is closed, locally w=df,
where f is differentiable function. Since 0 =dAw=d*df=Lid'd't, it
follows thatI is harmonic.

(iv=> (i):If v =df and f is harmonic, the dr=dd+=0 and dxw =dxdf =0.

Notation:We devote the vector space of all harmonic 1-forms on

the RSX byHarm(X). This Harn(X) =-W) * (X).
Thus if X isa compactRS ofgens g, then
dimHarn(X) =2g.



Thin (19.4) Everyreal harmonic 1-form oHarni(X) is the real part
of preciselyone holonorphic 1-form ( t-(X).

Rot: · Suppose o=witwe with wn, UztRIX). BC.o =

wi +2 =0 =wi +we,

itfollows thatw=w2. Thus o =Re(2wn).
· to
prove uniqueness, suppose wellX) and Re(W)

=0. Since locally

5
=df, where t isa holomorphic function, itfollows that I has constant

real part. Then ofitself is constantand thus w =0.

Assume now X is a compact RS.



Def(19.5) Für we,wetE"(X) let<w, w2? :=()wankwa
Clearly, the mapping (we,walk <wn, was is linear in the

first, and semi-linear in the second argument and swe,wissen, wei
We now claim that ispositive definite:

↳Proof:Suppose we{"(X). With respect to a local chart (4, 2), where z=xtix,

suppose w
= fdz +gdz. Then *w= i/fd-jdz) and

w1xw
=i(lf2 +(dz1dz =2(f +gR)dxndy.

This shows that(0,03,0 and <w,w3 =0 onlyifw =0.

Hence with thisscalar product E"(X) becomes a unitaryvector

space. However itis nota Hilbertspace, since itis not complete.



Lemma (19.6) XcompactRS.

(a) d'E(X), d"E(X), R(X) and (X) are pairwise orthogonal
vector subspaces of E"(X).

(b) dE(X) and *dE(X) are orthogonal vector subspaces of

{"(X) and d[(X) * *dE(X) =d'E(X) *d"E(X).

*f() Since {"*(X) and 3) are triviallyorthogonal, itsuffices to
show thatd'E(X)1 &(X) and & "[N) 1 (X)

ywdf =0 dex
Supposc fe2(X) and we (X). Then werd'f =wilid"I) =iwnd7 = -id(fw).

Thus <w,dts =-id(F) =0 bythe 110.201

Similarlyone can show (, dit > =0.
ddy =0

(b) Suppose f, gt[(X). Ter dfnx(xdg) = -dfndg =-d(fdg)



Thus <df, *dy= - (d(fdg) =0.
The equalityd[(X) **dE(X) =d'E(X) *d"E(x) follows from (19.2.2) 8

↳BC:*dt= id"F, *d"f:- idF
=>dif=-i*d'F, d't =i*d"F

=> df =d'f +d"f

*dr =*d'f +xd"- =id"F-ic]= ""

=>d'f =df - dif =df + i*dY ] =""
~
d"f =df - d'f =df - i*d"F

Corollary:On a compactRSX everyexact differential form
(19.7)

o GHarmlX) vanishes and every harmonic function fo E(X) is

constant

Rot:dE(X) 1 Harni(X) (byLanna 19.6)



Corollary A compactRS, o cHarn(X), wER(X). Iffor every closed
(19.8)

Curve ~on one has s,0 =0 resp. Re(),w) =0,
then 0 =0, resp. c =0.

Proof:Since o lresp. Relul) is exactby Thm (10.13), the resultfollows from

(19.7) and (194).

Theorem 19.9 On
any compactRS X there is an orthogonal decomposition

{"(X) =d"[(X) * (X).

⑳of:Let g be the genes of X. Since H(X, O) = 3" (N)/d"2(X) by
DolbeaultsThm (13.14), one has diml"(X)/d"((X)= g.
On the other hand, dim I(=g by (17. 10). The resultnow follows

from Lenna (19,6.al.



CorollaryX compact RS, oe{"(X). The equation d"f
=

o has a solution
(19.18) if and onlyifSonw=0 for every weR(X.

Roof. (onw =0 FwelX) es of(X) (b. Jon=-co, reg

-> Statement follows from the 19.9.

Theorem 19.11 On
anycompact

RS X there
isan orthogonal decomposition

((X) =+d[(X)*dE(X) * Harm"(X).

Roof.Taking complex conjugates in Thun 419.9) one gets
{ "YX) =d'E(X) *(X). Thus {"(X) =d'E(X) *d"3(X) * d"(X) * (X) *I(X.

Herce the Resultfollows from (19.6).



Theorem 1912 Suppose X is a compactRS. Then

Ker({"(X) ={"(X)) =dE(X) * Harmi(X).
Proof Since 1(X): =Ker(2"(X)= 9(X) << dE(X) *Harm"(X), itsuffices-

(by than 19.11) to show 2(X)1*dE(X). Suppose w=I(X)

and feE(X).Then cnx(*df) = -wedf = d(fw) (be.dr= 0)

Hence (w, xdf) =(d(fw) =0.

Corollary Suppose X is a compact RS. Then a differential form
(19.13) ac{"(X) is exactift for every closed Inform wer")

one has sonw =0.

Rof:The given condition is equivalentto <w, kas
=0 for

everyclosed

1-form o. But bythm 19.11 thismeans xo exdE(X), i.e. o tdE(X).



Theorem 19.14 (deRahm-Hodgel Suppose Xis a compactRS. Then

H(X, C) = Rh(X) = Harmi(X)

R

of:Because of M9.12) this follows directlyfrom deRahmis Tha
Ker({"(X) 19"(X))

(5.15). -> H(X, () = Rh(X). Recall:Rh(X):=im (1x) ->"(X))

Rem.Since the sheaf & of locallyconstantcomplex-valued functions

on Xdepends onlyon the topological structure ofX, it
follows thatbi(X):=dim(HYX,()) the firstBetti

number of X, is a topological invariant.
From 1914), one has by(x) =2g =2pa(X)



Weierstrass points (18
Def(18.4) Letf,

..., to be holomorphic functions on a domain

UCK. The the Wronskian determinantof fr, ..., fy is the

determinantofthe matrixof derivatives fi, where 0=mig-1,
k=
g, i.e,

Wie,...Eg):=det)geei
Rem.Iff..., fy are linearlyindependentover D, then the

1Wronskian determinantisnotidenticallyzero. änf



Det X compactRS ofgenus yp1 and wy...., wg a basis
of R(X). For any coordinate neighborhood (U,z) we

can define a holomorphic function Walen, ..., wal on U

as follows:The I-forms we maybe written wie funds on U (Autolomaphia).

SetWelwe, ..., ug):=WIf, ..., fg) (derivatives of the fic are taken wrt. 2)

Thm 18.3 Suppos(U,2) and (5,2) are two coordinate neighborhoods on X.

Then on Un one has Welwe,
...,wg)=()Walen, ..., wgl, where

N =5(g +1)
2

↳Prout
p.
156



Rem:Ifin...., wy is another basis ofR(X), then 3cGUwith

det(cjk) == c =0 sit. wi
=ckw. Then

Welwe, ..., wg) =cWi (n, ..., g)
~The following definition is meaningful, i.e. itdoesn't

depend on
the choice of basisof M(X) nor on the

local coordinate.

Det 180 Xcompact RS of genus 31. Apointpaxiscalled
a Weierstrass point, if for a basiswe,

..., wy
of

R(X) and a coordinate neighborhood (U, z) ofp, the
Kronskian determinantWelwe,

..., wgl has a zero atp.
The order of this zero is called the weightofthe



Weierstrass point.
By definition a RS of

gauns
0, i.e,1, doesn't

have any
Veierstrass points.

Theorem 18.7Xcompact RS of genus g, paX. Then there exists

a non-constantmeromorphic function f(M(X)
which has a pole of order y at p and is

holomorphic on XEp3 iff p is a Weierstrass point.
Excursion (for proof)

Def(18.1):XRS, L =(Uiliesan open covering of X. Acochain

m
=(fi) =(X,M) is called a Mittag-Leftler distribution
if the differences fj-f;are holomorphic on Viellj, i.e., sne I, ol.
Thus the functions f;and 5; have the same principal parts on



their common domain of definition.

Asolution ofm is a global meromorphic function f(M(X)
which has the same principal parts as m, i.e. flUi-fit O(Ui)

Fiel. Dende by [n]EHX,o the cohomologyclass represented

bythe cocycle Jm.

Ihm AMittag-Letter distribution in has a solution if) [0] =0. (Proof p.147)

The 18.2) Suppose meC,M) isa Mittag-Letter distribution
of meromorphic functions on the compactRSX. Then

m has a solution if Res(w) =0 FwE&(X). (Prof
p.
145)

&em:If , ..., wg isa basisof 1(X), the Res(un) =0 FreR(X) if

Res(w,m) =0 for k =1,
. . ., 9.



proof of ihm 18.7Letwe,
..., wg

a basisofMIX) and (4,z) a coordinate

neighborhood of p with z(p) =0. We can expand the wie in

series aboutpup-azde, k = 1,..., g. The function f

which we are looking for has a principal partat p ofthe
form h = Fr

v =02, (...., cgn)
*(0, . ..,0) and thus is a

solution of the Mittag-leftler distribution m =(h, 0) =C"(4, M),
R =(u, X12p3). So (by18.2) such - exists iff Res(uxm) =0

UkeSO,
..,g-
1. ButRes(r,m)=Respluch)=aer.

So the equations Respluph) =0 have a non-trivial solution (a,
.., g-n) its

det(a)= 0. Butthis is equivalentto Walwe, ..., wg(p) =0. W



Theorem 18.8 On a compactRS of genus of the number of Weierstrass

points, counted according to their weights, is (g-1g(y +1)

RotSuppose (Ui,zi), icI, is a covering of X by coordinate neighborhoods.

On Kind, the function 4ij: =(dz;/dei) is holomorphic and has no
zeros. Fix a basis we, ..., wg

of R(X). Let Wi=We,(w, ..., wgleO(Kil

By the 18.3 one has Wi=4W;on Kinkj, where N=SI.
Set D(x) =ord,(Wil for xeUi, this defines the divisor Don X

corresponding to the Weierstrass points together with their respective

weights. Thus degD)isthe total of weights of the Weierstrass points
and the proof iscomplete once we show deg) =(g-1)g(y+1).
Let Do be the divisor ofre. Then degDn=Zg-2 byTha



17.12. (The divisor ofa non-vanishingmeronorphic 1-forms on a

compact RS of genus g
satisfies deglu)= 2g-2)If we setwe=fride;on

Ui, then De(X)=ordy (til for everyxelli. Moreover fei*4ijfison Vints.

This Itogether with the fact that Wi=4iWson Kinkj) now implies

thatWite=Witis on KinUj.

Thus there existsa global meromorphic function feM(X) with

flui =Wit. For the divisor oft one has If)=D-ND.

Since deg(t) =0, it follows that

degD =NdegD, =9' (2g.2) =(y - 1)g(g+1). E

Corollary 18.9 EverycompactRSX of genus y?Z admitsa holonorphic

covering rapping fix-PP having atmosty sheets. In particular, every



compact RS of genus I is hyperelliptic.

Remark:q(0) =1 => 7 f:- PC degree 2 mup
presson:take f=8 to be the Weierstrass Fat)

f(x)=2 =5f:*degre z ma
Creason:use sor

theping ofthe does not apply to g(t)=1 hes you

don't kam Wesenstrass pts on J.


